Abstract. In this paper we introduce two improvements to the method of verification of hybrid systems by constraint propagation based abstraction refinement that we introduced earlier. The first improvement improves the recursive propagation of reachability information over the regions constituting the abstraction, and the second improvement reasons backward from the set of unsafe states, instead of forward from the safe of initial states. Detailed computational experiments document the usefulness of these improvements.
Introduction
Safety verification of hybrid systems is the problem of verifying that for a given hybrid system no trajectory that starts in an initial state ever reaches an unsafe state. Abstraction refinement approaches this problem by iteratively refining an abstraction of the hybrid system that is constructed in such a way that the safety of the abstraction implies the safety of the concrete system. In our method of constraint propagation based abstraction refinement [19, 17] the abstraction is built by decomposing the state-space into hyper-rectangles (boxes) and using a constraint solver to test, which of these boxes might contain an initial state, which might contain an unsafe state, and which box might be reachable from another box.
In this paper, we introduce two improvements to the method: recursive reasoning and backward reasoning.
Recursive reasoning improves the way the method removes elements from boxes for which it can prove that they are not reachable from an initial state. The original method argues that a point in a box is not reachable from another box, if it is not reachable from a point on the common boundary. In this paper we strengthen this condition using a convenient over-approximation of the requirement that this common point on the boundary again has to be reachable.
Backward reasoning uses the observation that we can not only remove elements from boxes for which we can prove that they are not reachable from an initial state, but also elements for which we can prove that they do not lead to an unsafe state.
There are various other methods for the verification of hybrid systems that use a decomposition of the state space into boxes [15, 9, 1] . Another paper [6] employs backward reasoning in a more coarse-grained manner than in this paper. The method starts with a forward reasoning step that computes an overapproximation of the set of states reachable from the initial states. If this does not verify safety, since the result intersects the set of unsafe states, it does backward reasoning by computing an over-approximation of the set of states the might lead to an unsafe state, restricted to the reach set computed in the first step. It keeps iterating forward and backward reasoning within the set of states computed in the previous step, until safety can be verified.
The content of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review our formalism for specifying safety verification problems of hybrid systems, and in Section 3 our method of constraint propagation based abstraction refinement; in Section 4 we describe how the method solves the underlying constraints, and discuss properties of this constraint solving technique that form the basis of the improvements described in this paper; in Sections 5 and 6 we introduce the first improvement to our verification method, and in Section 7 our second improvement; in Section 8 we combine the two improvements; in Section 9 we present some computational experiments, and in Section 10 we conclude the paper.
Verification of Hybrid Systems
Hybrid systems are systems with continuous and discrete state variables. In this paper, we briefly recall our formalism for modeling hybrid systems [17, 19] . It captures many relevant classes of hybrid systems, and many other formalisms for hybrid systems in the literature are special cases of it.
We use a set S to denote the modes of a hybrid system, where S is finite and nonempty. I 1 , . . . , I k ⊆ R are compact intervals over which the continuous variables of a hybrid system range. Φ denotes the state space of a hybrid system, i.e., Φ = S × I 1 × · · · × I k . Note that it is not a severe practical restriction that the continuous variables have to range over compact intervals because in most applications the variable ranges are bounded and engineers use their experience to choose reasonable values for the interval bounds.
Informally speaking, the predicate Init specifies the initial states of a hybrid system and Unsafe the states that should not be reachable from an initial state. The relation Flow specifies how the system may develop continuously by relating each state to the possible corresponding derivatives, and Jump specifies how H may change states discontinuously by relating each state to its possible successor states. Formally, the behavior of H is defined as follows:
Definition 2. A flow of length l ≥ 0 in a mode s ∈ S is a function r : [0, l] → Φ such that the projection of r to its continuous part is differentiable and for all t ∈ [0, l], the mode of r(t) is s. A trajectory of H is a sequence of flows r 0 , . . . , r p of lengths l 0 , . . . , l p such that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p}, (i) if i > 0 then (r i−1 (l i−1 ), r i (0)) ∈ Jump, and (ii) if l i > 0 then (r i (t),ṙ i (t)) ∈ Flow , for all t ∈ [0, l i ], whereṙ i is the derivative of the projection of r i to its continuous component.
Definition 3.
A (concrete) counterexample of a hybrid system H is a trajectory r 0 , . . . , r p of H such that r 0 (0) ∈ Init and r p (l) ∈ Unsafe, where l is the length of r p . H is safe if it does not have a counterexample.
We use the following constraint language to describe hybrid systems and corresponding safety verification problems. The variable s ranges over S and the tuple of variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ranges over I 1 × · · · × I k , respectively. In addition, to denote the derivatives of x 1 , . . . , x k we use the tuple of variableṡ x = (ẋ 1 , . . . ,ẋ k ) that ranges over R k , 3 and to denote the targets of jumps, we use the primed variable s and the tuple of variables x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) that range over S and I 1 × · · · × I k , respectively. Constraints are arbitrary Boolean combinations of equalities and inequalities over terms that may contain function symbols, like +, ×, exp, sin, and cos.
We assume in the remainder of the text that a hybrid system is described by our constraint language. That means, the flows of a hybrid system are given by a constraint Flow (s, x,ẋ), the jumps are given by a constraint Jump(s, x, s , x ), the initial states are given by a constraint Init(s, x), and a constraint Unsafe(s, x) describes the unsafe states. The generality of our constraint language even allows the description of differential-algebraic equations. However our method is not yet optimized for this case. To simplify notation, we do not distinguish between a constraint and the set it represents. The set of initial states are given by the constraint Init(s, (
describes the set of unsafe states. The hybrid system can switch modes from m 1 to m 2 if x 2 = 1, i.e.,
The continuous behavior is very simple: In mode m 1 , the values of the variables x 1 , x 2 change with slope 1; in mode m 2 , the slope of variable x 1 is 1 and variable x 2 has slope −1. For a flow in mode m 1 , the constraint 0 ≤ x 1 ≤ 1 must hold and in mode m 2 , 1 ≤ x 1 ≤ 2 must hold. The corresponding flow constraint is
Note that the constraint 0 ≤ x 1 ≤ 1 in flow forces a jump from mode m 1 to m 2 if x 1 becomes 1. In general, an invariant that has to hold in a mode can be modeled by formulating a flow constraint that does not allow a continuous behavior in certain regions. Obviously, this hybrid system is safe.
Forward Search Based Abstraction Refinement
In this section, we review our previous approach [19, 17] for verifying safety of hybrid systems using constraint propagation based abstraction refinement. We abstract to systems of the following form:
Definition 4. A discrete system over a finite set S is a tuple (T rans, Init, U nSaf e) where T rans ⊆ S × S and Init ⊆ S, U nSaf e ⊆ S. We call the set S the state space of the system.
In contrast to Definition 1, here the state space is a parameter. This will allow us to add new states to the state space during abstraction refinement.
Definition 5. A trajectory of a discrete system (T rans, Init, U nSaf e) over a set S is a function r : {0, . . . , p} → S such that for all t ∈ {1, . . . , p}, (r(t − 1), r(t)) ∈ T rans. The system is safe iff there is no trajectory from an element of Init, to an element of U nSaf e.
When we use abstraction to analyze hybrid systems, the abstraction should over-approximate the concrete system in a conservative way: if the abstraction is safe, then the original system should also be safe. If the current abstraction is not yet safe, we refine the abstraction, that is, we include more information about the concrete system into it. This results in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Abstraction Refinement
Require: a hybrid system H described by constraints Ensure: "safe", if the algorithm terminates let A be a discrete abstraction of the hybrid system represented by H while A is not safe do refine the abstraction A end while
In order to implement this algorithm, we need to fix the state space of the abstract system. Here we use pairs (s, B), where s is one of the modes {s 1 , . . . , s n } and B is a hyper-rectangle (box ), representing subsets of the concrete state space Φ. Together with an abstract state, we store, whether it is initial, or unsafe, and from which other states it is reachable-we call this information the marks of the state. For the initial abstraction we use the state space
where all states are marked as initial, and unsafe, and all transitions between states are possible.
For refining the abstraction, we split a box into two pieces, replacing one abstract states by two, and include more information from the concrete system into the abstract one by -removing unreachable elements from the boxes, -removing superfluous marks from the new abstract states, and -removing unreachable states from the abstraction.
To remove unreachable elements from the boxes representing the abstraction, we use a constraint that formalizes when an element of the concrete state space might be reachable, and then remove elements that do not fulfill this constraint. In order to do this, for a box
Two boxes are non-overlapping if their interiors are disjoint.
Now observe that a point in a box B is reachable only if it is reachable either from the initial set via a flow in B, from a jump via a flow in B, or from a neighboring box via a flow in B. We will now formulate constraints corresponding to each of these conditions. Then we can remove points from boxes that do not fulfill at least one of these constraints.
The approach can be used with any constraint that describes that y can be reachable from x via a flow in B and mode s, for example, the one introduced in our previous publications [20] . We denote the used constraint by Reachable B (s, x, y).
Thus, the above three possibilities for reachability allow us to formulate the following theorem: Theorem 1. For a set of abstract states B, a pair (s , B ) ∈ B and a point z ∈ B , if (s , z) is reachable and z is not an element of the box of any other abstract state in B, then
where initf low B (s , z), jumpf low B,B (s, s , z), and boundaryf low B,B (s , z) denote the following three constraints, respectively:
Here, incoming 
We denote the main constraint of Theorem 1 by reachable B,B (s , z). If we can prove that a certain point does not fulfill this constraint, we know that it is not reachable. For now, we assume that we have an algorithm (a pruning algorithm) that takes such a constraint, and an abstract state (s , B ) and returns a sub-box of B that still contains all the solutions of the constraint in B (see the next section for details).
Since the constraint reachable B,B (s , z) depends on all current abstract states, a change of B might allow further pruning of other abstract states. So we can repeat pruning until a fixpoint is reached. This terminates since we use floating point computation here and there are only finitely many floating point numbers. Given a set of abstract states B, we denote the resulting fixpoint by P rune H (B).
Moreover, we can improve Theorem 1 by not taking a disjunction over all abstract states, but only over the abstract states from which there is a transition to the current state. Then the constraint only depends on some, but not necessarily all other abstract states in B, and we only have to re-compute it, if one of these changed. Now we remove the initial mark from an abstract state (s , B ) if we can disprove initf low B (s , z ) in Theorem 1 (i.e., if the pruning algorithm returned the empty box for this constraint), and we remove the unsafe mark of an abstract state state (s , B ) if we can disprove the constraint ∃x ∈ B U nSaf e(s, x). Moreover, we remove a transition from (s, B) to (s , B ) if we can disprove both boundaryf low B,B (s , z ) and jumpf low B,B (s, s , z ) from Theorem 1.
As already mentioned, after recomputing the marks, we remove all abstract states from the abstraction that are not reachable. It is easy to compute these, since the set of abstract states is finite.
Constraint Solving
In this section we discuss how a pruning algorithm assumed in the previous section can work on the introduced constraints. Such algorithms are one of the main topics of the area of constraint programming (for more information see http://slash.math.unipd.it/cp/). Usually these work on conjunctions of atomic constraints over a certain domain. For the domain of the real numbers, given a constraint φ and a floating-point box B, they compute another floatingpoint box P (φ, B) such that P (φ, B) ⊆ B (contractance), and such that P (φ, B) contains all solutions of φ in B. There are several methods for implementing such a pruning algorithm. The most basic method [4, 3] decomposes all atomic constraints (i.e., constraints of the form t ≥ 0 or t = 0, where t is a term) into conjunctions of so-called primitive constraints (i.e., constraints such as x+y = z, xy = z, z ∈ [a, a], or z ≥ 0) by introducing additional auxiliary variables (e.g., decomposing x+2y ≥ 0 to 2y = v 1 ∧x+v 1 = v 2 ∧v 2 ≥ 0). Then it applies a pruning algorithm for these primitive constraints until a fixpoint is reached. Here the floating point results are always rounded outwards, such that the result remains correct also under rounding errors. There are several variants, improvements and alternatives in the literature [8, 2, 10, 7, . . . ].
The constraints introduced in Theorem 1 also contain existential quantifiers. These can be treated by simply pruning the Cartesian product of the box corresponding to the free variables and the box bounding the quantified variables [16] . For disjunctions one can prune the disjuncts and take the smallest box containing the results [16] (i.e., we take the box union ). Moreover, the constraints contain variables s and s ranging over a finite set. These can be easily eliminated by a trivial substitution and simplification.
Constraint propagation has the monotonicity property that for a constraint φ, and boxes B and B with B ⊆ B, P (φ, B ) ⊆ P (φ, B). Moreover, in practice, if B ⊆ B then P (φ, B ) is often much smaller than P (φ, B). We will exploit this in the improvement of our method described in the next section.
In addition it pays off to distribute disjunctions over conjunctions:
Lemma 1. For constraints φ 1 , . . . , φ n , ψ and a box B,
Proof. Since P ( i∈{1,...,n} (φ i ∧ ψ), B) = i∈{1,...,n} P (φ i ∧ ψ, B), and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, P (φ i ∧ ψ, B) ⊆ P (( i∈{1,...,n} φ i ) ∧ ψ, B), also i∈{1,...,n} P (φ i ∧ ψ, B) ⊆ P (( i∈{1,...,n} φ i ) ∧ ψ, B), and the lemma holds.
Recursive Pruning
In this section we introduce the first improvement to the safety verification method described in Section 3. Throughout the rest of the paper we assume an abstraction consisting of a set of abstract states B. The improvement introduced in this section aims at pruning more unreachable states from B by improving the recursive propagation of reachability information for flows from one box to the next. We consider the pruning of an abstract state (s , B ) ∈ B. The constraint boundaryflow B,B (s , z) defined within Theorem 1 models the fact that a certain point z in the box B is reached from a neighboring box B of B via a flow in B . This flow reaches z through a common point x ∈ B ∩ B (see Figure 1 ). The basic idea upon which we build in this section is to strengthen this constraint by requiring that also x be reachable in the neighboring box B. Naively, this could be done by adding the constraint reachable B,B (s , x) to the constraint boundaryflow B,B (s , z). However, since boundaryflow B,B (s , z) is itself as a part of reachable B,B (s , x), this would result in an infinitely large constraint due to recursion. One could make the constraint finite, by bounding the recursion, but this still would result in a very large constraint. We avoid this, by observing that the neighboring box B is already the result of pruning wrt. reachable B,B (s , x). However, a part of this information is lost because we first prune B and only then take the intersection B ∩ B (i.e., we compute P (reachable B,B (s , x), B) ∩ B ), and we have: 
Proof. Due to monotonicity of constraint propagation, P (reachable B,B (s , x), B∩ B ) is a subset of P (reachable B,B (s , x), B). Moreover, P (reachable B,B (s , x), B∩ B ) ⊆ P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ), and hence also P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ∩ B ) ⊆ B . So P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ∩ B ) is also a subset of the intersection of P (reachable B,B (s , x), B) and B .
In practice, the set on the left-hand side might be significantly smaller than the set on the right-hand side (i.e., than the set currently used in the method in Section 3). So it makes sense to compute P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ∩ B ) instead of P (reachable B,B (s , x), B) ∩ B . This means that in addition to pruning each box in the abstraction, we could also prune the intersection between each pairs of boxes. However, this would need a quadratical number of prunings and stored boxes in memory.
To avoid this, we use an over-approximation of P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ∩B ) that is still a subset of P (reachable B,B (s , x), B) ∩ B . We use the information that the boxes of our abstraction are non-overlapping (i.e., even if two boxes intersect, they only share the boundary but no points of the interior). This implies that the intersection B ∩ B will always be a subset of the boundary of B-independent of the form of the box B . So one could try to use the boundary B of B instead of the box B ∩ B when computing P (reachable B,B (s , x), B ∩ B ). However, since B is not a box and hence it cannot be an argument to the pruning function, we apply the pruning function to its constituent faces separately. That is, we use the constraint that expresses a disjunction over all faces: B,B (s , x) , B ∩ B ), Lemma 2 still holds in analogy: B (s , x) , B)∩B Proof. The disjunction is pruned by taking the box union over the result of pruning each disjunct. Since each face of B is a subset of B, due to monotonicity of constraint propagation, for each face F , P (reachable B,B (s , x), F ) ⊆ P ( reachable B,B (s , x) , B). Hence also the box union over the result of pruning each disjunct is a subset of P (reachable B,B (s , x) , B), which implies the lemma.
Although this over-approximates P (reachable
Since the constraint on the left-hand side only depends on one box, we have to compute the corresponding pruning P ( F,face of B [x ∈ F ∧ reachable B,B (s , x) ] , B) only for one abstract state, and we can store the resulting box with that abstract state. Since this box encloses the set of states where a flow might leave the abstract state, we call it the outflow-box of the abstract state (cf. the box enclosing the reachable set at a certain time point in interval ODE solvers [11, 13] and the use of faces in the analysis of rectangular automata [14] ). So, instead of B ∩ B in the constraint boundaryf low B,B we can now take the outflow-box of B, and due to Lemma 3 we will arrive at a result that is at least as tight as before.
We call the resulting constraint reachbound B,B (s , x) and use it for computing outflow-boxes.
Note that splitting a box B representing a certain abstract state changes its faces. Especially, there might be trajectories that leave the resulting boxes through the new face along which B has been split. Hence the outflow-box of this abstract state becomes invalid. So we simply set the outflow-box to the whole box B and re-compute it, the next time B is pruned.
Recursive Pruning with Outgoing Condition
In the previous section we used the fact that within the constraint boundaryflow we can exploit the information that the common point x ∈ B ∩ B itself has to be reachable. In this section we strengthen this information by observing that in order for a trajectory to be able to leave the box B to enter the box B , the vector field at x has to point out of B.
This can be modeled by adding an additional condition in the constraint reachbound B,B (s , x), arriving at 
This can be improved by observing that reachable B,B (s , x) is a disjunction and hence Lemma 1 suggests a further improvement: 
Backward Reasoning
As described in Section 3, in our method we remove elements from the state space for which we can prove that they are not reachable from an initial state. However, the task of safety verification is to prove the absence of a trajectory that starts in an initial state and reaches an unsafe state. Hence we can also remove elements from the state space for which we can prove that they do not lead to an unsafe state-without destroying the property that safety of the abstraction implies safety of the concrete system.
For this, observe that a point might lead to an unsafe state only if there is a flow from this point to the unsafe set directly, or a flow from this point to a jump, or a flow from this point to a boundary point.
We can write down a constraint describing the first condition-a flow to the unsafe set as follows:
Lemma 4. For a mode s and a box B ⊆ R k , if the unsafe set is reachable from a point z ∈ B via a flow in s and B, then
We denote the above constraint by unsaf erev B (s, z). We also have a constraint describing the second condition-a flow to a jump:
Lemma 5. For modes s and s , boxes B, B ⊆ R k , and z ∈ B, if a jump from (s, B) to (s , B ) is reachable from a point (s, z) ∈ (s, B) via a flow in B and s,
We denote this constraint by jumprev B ,B (s , s, z). And finally, we have a constraint describing the third condition-a flow to the boundary.
Lemma 6. For a mode s and non-overlapping boxes B, B ⊆ R k , if a common point of B and B is a reachable from a point z ∈ B \ B via a flow in s that enters B through the same common point, then We denote the main constraint of Theorem 2 by reachablerev B,B (s , z) . A point can lie on a trajectory from an initial to an unsafe state only if it fulfills both conditions: Corollary 1. For a set of abstract states B, a pair (s , B ) ∈ B and a point z ∈ B , if (s , z) is reachable from initial and the unsafe set is reachable from (s , z) and z is not an element of the box of any other abstract state in B, then
We denote the main constraint of Corollary 1 by reachcommon B,B (s , z) . In a similar way as forward reasoning, also backward reasoning allows us to update the initial/unsafe marks and transitions of the abstraction.
Note that by using forward and backward reasoning in Algorithm 1 we might succeed in removing all elements from the concrete state space. This results in an empty abstraction which is trivially safe. Hence Algorithm 1 can report a successful verification in this case.
Combined Recursive Backward Pruning
The combination of recursive pruning with backward pruning introduces additional difficulties: the outflow box is computed using forward reasoning, when due to backward reasoning a box is changed, its outflow box is not valid any more. We solve this problem by always, first applying forward pruning and then backward pruning. If backward pruning changes the box, we apply forward pruning again which recomputes a valid outflow box.
Experimental Results
We extended our hybrid systems verification package HSolver [18] with the improvements introduced in this paper. Then we used our problem database of hybrid systems from the literature to evaluate our improvements. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 for different versions (forward, backward, combined forward and backward, recursive, and combined recursive and backward versions). We used a computer with an Intel Pentium 2.60 GHz CPU with 512 Mbytes of main memory running Linux. The running times are in seconds and the computations were canceled when computation did not terminate before two hours or the number of the abstract states exceeded 1000. We used the following default-splitting strategy here: In each mode, choose the box with the biggest side-length, and then bisect each choice along the variable along which the box has not been split the longest time (i.e., we use a round-robin strategy to choose the variable). Apart from changing between the algorithm versions discussed in this paper, the tool ran completely automatically, without any manual setting of parameters. For comparison purposes note also that-to our knowledge-there is no tool available that can handle hybrid systems of the same generality (i.e., non-deterministic and non-linear differential equations, non-linear constraints for specifying initial/unsafe sets and jumps). Moreover, our method's correctness is not hampered by floating point rounding errors since the underlying constraint solver always rounds conservatively, guaranteeing soundness of the result. Comparing the forward version and backward version, there is no clear winner, although the forward version is successful in more cases. The reason seems to lie in the fact that for more examples the set of initial states is smaller than the set of unsafe states.
Moreover, the experimental results show that: (1) For most of the examples, the combined forward and backward version use less splitting steps than both the forward version and backward version. However, for some examples, the CPU time is worse since in the combined version, the constraints are more complex. Note that for some examples (e.g., circuit and clock), the combined version needs slightly more splitting steps. The reason is that although the combined version is more successful in pruning, the splitting heuristics will sometimes choose different boxes which then results-in rare cases-in more necessary splits. (2) For all examples except one, the recursive version needs less splitting steps than the forward version. However, for the eco example, the recursive version needs more splitting steps. This is due to the same reason as above-more successful pruning leads to different box choices. Again, for some example the CPU time is worse since the constraints in the recursive version are more complex. (3) The combined recursive and backward version always needs less splitting steps than both the recursive version and combined forward and backward version, often even much less. For most examples also the run-time improved, sometimes over an order of magnitute. Only for two rather easy examples (CAR, CONVOI-1), the CPU time slightly increases since the constraints in the combined recursive and backward version are more complex.
Two examples, HEATING and NAVIGATION remain unsolved. For the heating example, the safety property is still unknown in the literature. The navigation example was verified by the tool Phaver [5] in a semi-automatic way, that is, with manual setting of so-called "splitting constraints" and other parameters. The reason for the lack of success of our tool lies in both the high number of necessary splits and the time needed between two splits (within the assigned 2 hours not more than 66 splits were done).
Summarizing, the contributions of this paper result in a definite and robust efficiency improvement of the algorithms.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced two improvements to a method of safety verification of hybrid systems by constraint propagation based abstraction refinement. The provided computational experiments clearly show the advantage of proposed improvements.
We will base future improvements of the method on a detailed study of the behavior of the used algorithms on further benchmark problems.
